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On the Extent of Re-Entitlement Effects in Unemployment 
Compensation* 

A dynamic labour matching economy is presented, in which the unemployed 
are either entitled to unemployment insurance (UI) or unemployment 
assistance (UA), and the employees are either eligible for UI or UA upon 
future separations. Eligibility for UI requires a minimum duration of 
contributions and UI benefits are then paid for a limited duration. Workers are 
risk-averse and wages are determined in a bilateral Nash bargain. As eligibility 
for UI does not automatically follow from employment, the two types of 
unemployed workers have different threat points, which delivers equilibrium 
wage dispersion. Most of the variables and parameters of the model are 
estimated using the French sample of the European Community Household 
Panel (1994-2000). We show that extending the UI entitlement improves the 
situation of all groups of workers and slightly lowers unemployment, while 
raising UI benefits harms the unemployed on assistance and raises 
unemployment. Easier eligibility for UI also improves the situation of all groups 
of workers and favours relatively more the least well-off than longer 
entitlement. Unifying the French unemployment compensation system would 
raise both wages and unemployment by around 1.5%. The re-entitlement 
effect in France lowers by 8% the rise in the wage and by 13% the rise in 
unemployment following a 10% increase in UI benefits. 
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1 Introduction

The characteristics of unemployment compensation systems have increasingly attracted attention,

beyond the interest in the level of unemployment insurance (UI) benefits alone.1 One important

strand of this recent literature has revisited “re-entitlement effects” identified by Mortensen (1977)

as a counteracting force to the standard disincentive effect of UI on job acceptance. In Mortensen

(1977), taking a job opens the door to UI entitlement upon future job loss, and thus more generous

UI makes current employment more attractive in the first place. Recently, Fredriksson and Holm-

lund (2001), Albrecht and Vroman (2005) and Coles and Masters (2006) show that re-entitlement

effects remain valid in models where both the arrival rate of job offers and the distribution of wage

offers are endogenous.

This article provides a quantification of re-entitlement effects in markets with search frictions,

and studies the macroeconomic and redistributive impact of potential reforms to modern unemploy-

ment compensation system. These effects are more easily identified for Europe, where UI benefit

levels and benefit durations are generous. One data set, the European Community Household

Panel (ECHP), provides all the information necessary to quantify re-entitlement effects for the 15

pre-enlargement members of the European Union between 1994 and 2000. Among these countries,

we focus on France mostly because the French unemployment compensation system is one of the

very few that remained unchanged in this period.

The contribution of this work to the existing literature is twofold. First, we model the French

unemployment compensation system remaining as close as possible to its actual institutional fea-

tures, namely the availability of insurance (UI) and assistance (UA) benefits, the limited duration

of insurance benefits, the eligibility requirements for insurance benefits, and the financing of each

system - most of these features being common to the fifteen pre-enlargement members of the Eu-

ropean Union. While the coexistence of two types of benefits is now largely accounted for,2 the

existence of a minimum duration of employee contributions for eligibility for insurance benefits has

not yet been modelled. By explicitly modelling non-automatic eligibility, we allow the wages of

employees eligible for UI and for UA to differ in equilibrium and to move in opposite directions

after changes in the environment. We believe this to be an important feature of the model, since

re-entitlement effects are likely to have a differential impact on the unemployed depending on their

UI eligibility status. Moreover, in the existing literature, unemployment compensation financing

is either assumed away or modelled using only one tax and thus one budget constraint. In this

paper we explicitly model the budget constraint of each unemployment compensation system, the

UI system being financed out of social contributions on wages and the UA system through a tax

on all incomes.

Second, our simulations are based on the estimates of the parameters of interest, using the 1994-

2000 waves of the French sample of the European Community Household Panel (ECHP). Some

1See for example, Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997), Wang and Williamson (2002), Cahuc and Malherbet (2004),
Lentz (2005), Pavoni (2006), and Pellizzari (2006).

2See Cahuc and Lehmann (2000), Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001), Albrecht and Vroman (2005) and Coles and
Masters (2006).
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existing studies provide calibrations of re-entitlement effects whenever analytical results cannot be

obtained,3 but parameter values are taken from different sources and sample periods. For example,

Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001) use parameter values provided by Wang and Williamson (1996),

the OECD (1997), and Layard, Nickell, and Jackman (1991), some estimated on 1983—1996 and

the others on 1984-1989. In contrast, our parameters are estimated on the same individuals and on

the same sample period. Specifically, the ECHP has the advantage of providing all the information

necessary to construct the monthly series of UI eligibility for both the employed and the unemployed,

together with the benefit level received by the unemployed. This information allows us to estimate

the transition rates across alternative labor market states, and the earnings associated to each

state, which are then used to calibrate our theoretical model.

In our analysis we consider a labor market matching model, in which the unemployed are either

entitled to UI benefits or to lower UA benefits, and the employees are either eligible for UI or UA

upon separation. UI recipients face some probability of losing eligibility and start receiving UA

benefits, and similarly employees eligible for UA face some probability of gaining UI eligilibity while

employed. Firms open job vacancies, taking into account the average compensation received by

the unemployed, and the meetings between employers and job-seekers are described by a standard

matching function à la Pissarides (2000), with constant returns to scale. If an unemployed worker

finds a job while currently on UI, she is still eligible for UI upon future separation, while a UA

recipient finding a job is initially only entitled to UA upon separation. Individuals are assumed to

be risk-averse and the budget constraint of each unemployment compensation system is explicitly

modelled. Finally, wages are determined through Nash bargaining within each firm-worker pair.

We first characterize the equilibrium of this economy. As eligibility for UI does not automat-

ically follow from employment, the two types of unemployed have different threat points, which

generates equilibrium wage dispersion. Moreover, this feature of the model allows the wages of

the two types of employees to move in opposite directions after a change in the unemployment

compensation system. This is precisely what happens after, say, a 10% rise in the UI benefit level.

Unsurprisingly, the wage of employees eligible for UI increases, due to their improved threat point.

At the same time, employees eligible for UA are willing to take a wage cut of 2.62%, since more

generous UI benefits makes employment relatively more attractive for them. This finding corrobo-

rates Mortensen (1977)’s result in a general equilibrium model, establishing that the re-entitlement

effect dominates the disincentive effect (only) for the individuals not eligible for UI.

We show that alternative partial reforms making the unemployment compensation system more

generous have contrasting impacts. In particular, extending UI entitlement by 3 months improves

the utility of all groups of workers, slightly lowers unemployment, and increases output, while raising

unemployment benefits by 10% makes the unemployed on UA worse-off, increases unemployment

and reduces output. Furthermore, an extension of UI entitlement raises workers’ welfare to a much

larger extent than a rise in the UI benefit level that would generate the same ex ante additional

cost to the unemployment compensation system. We further find that easier UI eligibility slightly

3Analytical results are derived when workers are risk-neutral (Albrecht and Vroman, 2005, Coles and Masters,
2006) or when there is no discounting (Fredriksson and Holmlund, 2001), while simulations are used in the more
general case.
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reduces unemployment because this makes employment more attractive for UA recipients and thus

reinforces the re-entitlement effect. Similarly as for the entitlement extension, this reform improves

the situation of all the groups of workers, but relatively more that of worse-off individuals (UA

recipients and employees not eligible for UI benefits). The only common feature of these three ways

of making UI more generous is thus an improvement in average worker welfare and a reduction in

firm profits.

We also consider a radical reform that would replace the two-tier unemployment compensation

system by a single benefit that every individual would receive for unlimited duration while unem-

ployed. Given that the post-reform economy can be described by a standard Pissarides (2000, ch.

1) model, we simulate a calibrated version of Pissarides (2000) using parameters as close as possible

to those of our model.4 We then show that the wage and the unemployment rate would rise by

1.4% and 1.7% respectively after this radical reform, and this result is explained by the vanishing

of re-entitlement effects in the presence of time-invariant unemployment benefits.

Finally, we quantify re-entitlement effects. For this purpose, our model needs to be compared to

a benchmark model identical in every respect except for the existence of re-entitlement effects. In

particular, in the benchmark model UI eligibility should be automatic but benefits should still be

decreasing over time. This model is shown to be a simplified version of Fredriksson and Holmlund

(2001), with exogenous search intensities. To assess the extent of entitlement effects, we then

compare the impact of a 10% increase in the UI benefit level in our model and in the calibrated

version of Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001). The re-entitlement effect is shown to be significant,

as it reduces the wage impact of the policy by 8%, and the unemployment effect by 13%.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our model. Section 3 presents the data

and the method implemented to estimate the key variables and parameters of the model. In section

4 we simulate the impact of four partial reforms making the French unemployment compensation

system more generous, and one reform unifying the French two-tier system. Section 5 quantifies

re-entitlement effects. Finally section 6 concludes.

2 The model

2.1 Environment

The economy consists of a fixed number of workers normalised to 1, and an endogenous number of

one-job firms. Time is continuous and lasts forever. The entire analysis is carried out in steady state.

Two unemployment benefit systems coexist: unemployment insurance (UI) and unemployment

assistance (UA). Eligibility for UI requires a “long enough” previous employment spell and lasts only

for a limited period of time. u1 unemployed individuals (also called here the “type-1 unemployed”)

are entitled to UI benefits, while the remainder u2 = u−u1 unemployed receive UA benefits, where
u denotes total unemployment. Similarly, e1 employees are eligible for unemployment insurance

in case of job loss, while the remainder e2 = e − e1 would receive UA benefits, where e denotes

4We impose the values used in our calibration for those parameters common to both models and set the remaining
parameters so as to match the ex post weighted averages obtained in our model.
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total employment. In order to keep things simple, transitions between states are here modelled

as Poisson rates. We thus assume that an employed worker not entitled to UI gains eligibility at

Poisson rate p and that a UI recipient exhausts benefits with probability d5 (see Figure 1). The

eligibility rules of the UI system are thus fully represented by p and d.

Firms post vacancies and transitions into employment are endogenously determined by a CRS

matching function à la Pissarides (2000). Empirically, the unemployed entitled to UA have a

transition rate into employment lower than the transition rate of the unemployed entitled to UI.

We model this difference in transition rates by assuming that the (exogenous) search intensity of the

type-1 unemployed (normalized to 1) is larger than the search intensity of the type-2 unemployed

(given by λ ≤ 1). This may reflect the effect of discouragement, lower labor market attachment
or loss of social contacts that supposedly happens at relatively long unemployment durations (see

e.g. Barron and Mellow, 1979, or Schmitt and Wadsworth, 1993). Meetings between individuals

and firms are then ruled by:

m = Am(v, ue) (1)

where m is the number of job matches, v the number of vacancies, ue ≡ u1 + λu2 is the num-

ber of unemployed in efficiency units, and A is a scale factor.6 Given CRS and the standard

random matching assumption, a vacancy is matched to a worker at Poisson rate Aq(θ) where

q(θ) ≡ m(v,ue)
v = m

¡
1, 1θ

¢
, with θ ≡ v

ue
denoting labor market tightness. Similarly, a type-1 un-

employed worker and a type-2 unemployed worker are matched to a vacancy respectively at rates

Aθq(θ) and λAθq(θ).

 
  2u  

   1u         1e  

)(θθqA  

)(θθλ qA  

1s  

2s  
p

 

       2e  

 
Figure 1: Labor Market Flows 

d  

In France, an unemployed worker entitled to UI who finds a job would still be eligible after a

future job loss.7 For this reason, in our model, a type-1 unemployed worker finding a job becomes

5Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001) and Albrecht and Vroman (2005) also assume that the termination of benefits
occurs at a Poisson rate. This assumption allows to keep the model stationary and is not restrictive.

6This scale factor is useful for avoiding an unrealistically large cost of opening a vacancy in the simulations.
7This is explained in more details in section 3.
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a type-1 employee. In contrast, a UA recipient finding a job does not initially meet the eligibility

requirements, and thus becomes a type-2 employee. Finally, employed workers eligible for UI

(respectively not eligible) lose their job at an exogenous rate s1 (respectively s2). Empirically, we

expect s1 < s2 to automatically hold, as UI entitlement requires long enough employment spells

and this precisely defines type-1 employment.8

The dynamic equations governing the model thus are:

.
u1 = s1e1 − du1 −Aθq(θ)u1, (2)
.
u2 = s2e2 + du1 − λAθq(θ)u2, (3)
.
e1 = Aθq(θ)u1 − s1e1 + pe2. (4)

The steady-state equilibrium number of individuals in each state is obtained by imposing
.
e1 =

.
u2 =

.
u1 = 0 in (2), (3), and (4). After some substitutions, we obtain:

u1 =
ps1λAθq(θ)

Ω(θ)
(5)

u2 =
ds1(s2 + p)

Ω(θ)
(6)

e1 =
pλAθq(θ)[d+Aθq(θ)]

Ω(θ)
(7)

where Ω(θ) ≡ ds1 [s2 + p+ λAθq(θ)] + pλAθq(θ) [s1 + d+Aθq(θ)].

Finally, the fiscal environment is given by the financing rules of each of the two unemployment

benefit systems. Let bi denote type-i unemployment benefit and τ i the tax (rate) financing type-i

unemployment benefit (i = 1, 2). To keep close to the French case, the UI system is assumed to be

financed out of proportional social contributions on wages, which means that the unemployed do

not contribute. The budget constraint of the UI benefit system then satisfies:

b1u1 = τ1 (w1e1 +w2e2) , (8)

i.e. the total amount of benefits b1u1 is financed through a proportional tax τ1 on wage income

w1e1 + w2e2. Using (5), (6), and (7), this constraint can be written as:

τ1 =
b1ps1

w1p (d+Aθq(θ)) +w2ds1
. (9)

Again, as in the French institutional setting, the UA system is financed through a tax τ2 levied on

all incomes except the UA benefit itself. This tax is assumed to be proportional here. The budget

constraint of the UA benefit system thus satisfies:

b2u2 = τ2(w1e1 +w2e2 + b1u1). (10)

From (5), (6), (7), and e2 = 1− e1 − u1 − u2, this constraint can be written as:

τ2 =
b2ds1(s2 + p)

w1pλAθq(θ)[d+Aθq(θ)] +w2ds1λAθq(θ) + b1ps1λAθq(θ)
. (11)

8The empirical evidence in the next section shows that in average UI-eligible workers are less likely to lose their
job than the non eligible, because most UI-eligible workers hold a permanent contract, which is not the case for the
non eligible.
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2.2 Firms

Firms post vacancies, which are filled at rate Aq(θ). Let γ be the flow cost of posting a vacancy

and V its value while unfilled. Firms cannot post different types of vacancy for the unemployed

entitled to UI and for those not entitled as it would be illegal otherwise. Then, the value of an

unfilled vacancy can be written in terms of the expected value from a filled job (Je):

rV = −γ +Aq(θ)(Je − V ). (12)

However, once a firm meets a worker, the firm may directly observe whether the candidate is entitled

to UI, or can infer this from her labor market history. Thus, wages and the value of an occupied

job are specific to the type of unemployed that fills the jobs. In particular, the value of a job filled

by a type-1 unemployed worker is:

rJ1 = y1 − w1 + s1(V − J1) (13)

where y1 is the productivity of a type-1 employee, w1 the bargained wage, and V1 − J1 the capital

loss born with separation probability s1.

The value of a job filled with a type-2 unemployed worker differs from (13) in two respects. First,

the worker’s productivity (y2) and the separation rate (s2) may differ.9 Moreover, the employee

gains eligibility with probability p, in which case the value of the job becomes J1:

rJ2 = y2 − w2 + s2(V − J2) + p(J1 − J2). (14)

The expression for the expected value of a filled job is given by:

Je = µJ1 + (1− µ)J2, (15)

where µ denotes the probability that a vacancy is filled by a worker eligible for UI, conditional on

the event of meeting a worker. This probability is given by:

µ =
u1

u1 + λu2
. (16)

Using (5) and (6) in (16),

µ =
pAθq(θ)

pAθq(θ) + d(s2 + p)
. (17)

Firms open vacancies up to the point where the expected value of posting a further vacancy is zero

(V = 0). Then, from (12):

Je =
γ

Aq(θ)
, (18)

stating that, in equilibrium, the expected income from a filled vacancy must equal the total costs

of posting it. Using (15),

µJ1 + (1− µ)J2 =
γ

Aq(θ)
. (19)

9Note that we do not impose the constraint y1 > y2. Empirically, as it will be shown in section 3, UI-eligible
workers have higher average wages, which stems from either a higher productivity, or from a stronger bargaining
power.
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2.3 Workers

Workers are assumed to be risk-averse with instantaneous utility given by the isoelastic CRRA

utility function v(x) = xη/η, where x is after-tax income. Let Ui denote the asset value of unem-

ployment when receiving type-i benefit and Ei the corresponding value for an employee eligible for

type-i benefit in case of separation. In a stationary environment,

rU1 = v[b1(1− τ2)] +Aθq(θ)(E1 − U1) + d (U2 − U1) , (20)

stating that an unemployed worker entitled to UI gets felicity v [.] from after tax insurance benefit

b1(1− τ2), makes a capital gain E1 − U1 when finding a type-1 job [with probability Aθq(θ)], and

incurs into a capital loss U2 − U1 when UI benefits expire (with probability d).

In turn, the expected discounted utility for a type-2 unemployed is:

rU2 = v [b2] + λAθq(θ)(E2 − U2), (21)

i.e. while unemployed, the individual gets felicity v [b2], as her assistance benefit is not taxed, and

makes a capital gain E2 − U2 when finding a job.

Similarly, we have:

rE1 = v [w1(1− τ1 − τ2)] + s1(U1 −E1), (22)

i.e. while employed and eligible for UI in case of separation, the individual has felicity v[w1(1 −
τ1 − τ2)], as she finances both the UI and UA systems. Should a separation occur, she incurs into

a capital loss of U1 − E1. The expression for the expected utility from employment for a type-2

employee is similar, except that she becomes eligible for UI (i.e. a type-1 employee) with probability

p per unit of time:

rE2 = v [w2(1− τ1 − τ2)] + s2(U2 −E2) + p(E1 −E2). (23)

2.4 Wages

2.4.1 Type-2 employees

Wages are the outcome of a bilateral Nash bargain between worker-firm pairs and can be renegoti-

ated all the time.10 A type-2 worker receives employment value E2 if an agreement is reached and

her threat point is U2. For the firm, the expected value of a filled vacancy is J2 and its threat point

is V . The wage w2 solves:

MAX
w2

(E2 − U2)
β2(J2 − V )1−β2 (24)

where β2 is type-2 worker’s bargaining power. The optimality condition for this problem is:

(1− β2)(E2 − U2)(1− τ1 − τ2)
η.wη−1

2 = β2(J2 − V ) (25)

10There are two reasons for assuming that UA recipients bargain over their monthly wage. First, the empirical
evidence shows that in France 60% of the unemployed not entitled to UI are paid more than the hourly legal
minimum wage when finding a job (Rioux, 2001). Second, the monthly wage depends both on the hourly wage and
on the number of hours worked. Even though the hourly wage is fixed at the minimum wage, the number of hours
worked can still be bargained over. The empirical evidence shows a significant dispersion in the hours worked by the
unemployed not entitled to UI when they find a job.
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Using (12), (14), and (23) in (25), we get:

β2

·
y2 − w2 − p(y1 − w1)

r + s1

¸
(1− τ1−τ2)η .wη−1

2 =(1− β2)

·
(1− τ1 − τ2)

η .wη
2

η
− (r + p)U2 + pE1

¸
(26)

2.4.2 Type-1 employees

Wages of type-1 workers solve:

MAX
w1

(E1 − U1)
β1(J1 − V )1−β1 (27)

The optimality condition then verifies:

β1 (y1 −w1) (1− τ1 − τ2)
η.wη−1

1 = (1− β1)

·
(1− τ1 − τ2)

η.wη
1

η
− rU1

¸
. (28)

2.5 Equilibrium

The equilibrium is defined as follows:

Definition 1 An equilibrium is a vector (θ, w1, w2, τ1, τ2, µ, U1, U2, E1, E2, J1, J2) solving the sys-

tem of twelve equations given by the value of unemployment and employment to workers [equations

(20) to (23)], the value of filled jobs to firms [(13) and (14), with V = 0], the free-entry condition

(19), the FOC of the Nash bargains [(26) and (28)], the proportion of the unemployed entitled to

UI (17), and the budget constraints of the unemployment compensation systems [(9) and (11)].

Proposition 1 establishes the conditions under which wage dispersion arises in equilibrium:

Proposition 1 Let y1 ≥ y2, β1 ≥ β2, b1(1− τ2) ≥ b2, and s1 = s2. If UI eligibility is automatic

(p = +∞), the Nash bargaining process yields to w1 = w2. If UI eligibility is not automatic

(p < +∞), then w1 > w2.

Proof. See the appendix

Given that wages can be renegotiated all the time, when eligibility follows automatically from

employment all workers have the same threat point and are paid the same wage. Indeed, if an

employer was to propose a lower wage to UA recipients, then once hired the latter would threaten

to quit and search to obtain elsewhere the same wage as other employees. In contrast, when UI

eligibility requires a minimum duration of contributions, the unemployed not entitled to UI have a

lower threat point, which gives rise to wage dispersion. Time-varying unemployment compensation

and eligibility requirements taken separately are each necessary for wage dispersion, while the

combination of both hypotheses becomes a sufficient condition.

Wage dispersion is an important feature here, as it creates an incentive for UA recipients to

accept jobs in order to be re-entitled to UI benefits. Endogenous search effort creates the same

kind of incentives when eligibility is automatic (Fredriksson and Holmlund, 2001). However, it has

the unrealistic feature that all types of workers are paid the same wage.11

11The alternative hypothesis made by Cahuc and Lehmann (2000) that wages are negotiated by unions gives the
same degenerate wage distribution.
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A search model where wages are posted by firms can also generate a non degenerate wage distri-

bution, as shown by Albrecht and Vroman (2005). In their framework, time-varying unemployment

benefits are sufficient to lead to a distribution of worker reservation wages. However this does not

give rise to wage dispersion with certainty: a degenerate wage distribution is also one of the possible

equilibria.

2.6 Welfare

In the welfare analysis, we compare steady state solutions and ignore the transition among steady

states. Let W denote the steady state utilitarian welfare function, Ww the welfare of workers, and

Wf the welfare of firms, i.e.,

W =Ww +Wf , (29)

where

Ww = e1rE1 + e2rE2 + u1rU1 + u2rU2,

and

Wf = e1rJ1 + e2rJ2 + vrV.

Substituting the explicit expression for the value functions (20)-(23) into Ww and using the steady

state equilibrium conditions (5)-(7),

Ww = e1v [w1 (1− τ1 − τ2)] + e2v [w2 (1− τ1 − τ2)] + u1v [b1 (1− τ2)] + u2v [b2] , (30)

implying thatWw simplifies to a weighted average of instantaneous utilities. Similarly, substituting

(12)-(14) in Wf and using (5)-(7), (16), and (19),

Wf = e1 (y1 − w1) + e2 (y2 − w2)− θ [u1 + λu2] γ, (31)

i.e. Wf simplifies to a weighted average of instantaneous profits minus the average cost of posting

θ [u1 + λu2] = v vacancies. Finally, net output is given by:

Y = e1y1 + e2y2 − θ [u1 + λu2] γ. (32)

3 Estimation and calibration

The existing literature (see e.g. Fredriksson and Holmlund, 2001, Albrecht and Vroman, 2005, Coles

and Masters, 2006) provides more examples of qualitative effects of unemployment compensation

systems than precise quantifications. Analytical results are typically derived in cases where workers

are assumed to be risk-neutral (Albrecht and Vroman, 2005, Coles and Masters, 2006) or when there

is no discounting (Fredriksson and Holmlund, 2001), while numerical calibrations are used in more

general cases, and they are often constrained by the availability of parameters from a number of

external sources.12 In this work we go a step further and simulate the model using transition

12For example, Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001) use parameter values provided by Wang and Williamson (1996),
the OECD (1997), and Layard, Nickell, and Jackman (1991), some estimated on 1983—1996 and the others on 1984-
1989.
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probabilities and earnings estimated on the 1994-2000 waves of the French sample of the ECHP.

Being estimated on the same individuals and the same period, our parameter values are consistent

with each other, which allows us to evaluate the quantitative impact of different reforms and the

importance of the re-entitlement effect.

3.1 The data set

In October of each year, ECHP sampled individuals over 17 are asked to provide information on

their personal characteristics and to retrospectively state their monthly labor market status during

each month of the previous calendar year. As a result, the monthly (self-declared) labor market

status (employed, unemployed, or inactive) of 9,686 individuals is available between January 1993

and December 2000. In addition, the data set provides monthly information on the source of

earnings (wage, UA benefits, UI benefits, ...) and annual information on the amount of each type

of earnings.

In principle, the data set directly provides monthly information on the entitlement status (UI

or UA) of each unemployed individual. Moreover, the monthly level of each type of benefit could

be computed as the annual amount divided by the number of months of receipt. However, the

information on benefit type and on the annual amounts received is often missing,13 and subject to

significant measurement error when available, as also stressed by Lollivier and Rioux (2006). Given

these limitations, we reconstruct information on the type and level of benefits received by applying

the eligibility rules of the French legislation on unemployment compensation (see also Pellizzari,

2006, and Lollivier and Rioux, 2006), and the relevant rules remained essentially unchanged between

1994 and 2000.14 This same method is used to determine whether employees are eligible for UI

benefits in case of job loss.

3.1.1 The French unemployment compensation system

In France, the level and the maximum duration of UI benefits for an individual entering unem-

ployment depend on the age, the past wage, and the duration of contributions of the beneficiary

(see Table A1 in the appendix for full details). Two points are worth noting. First, eligibility

for insurance benefits requires 4 months of contribution during the 8 months that preceded the

unemployment spell. Second, if a UI recipient finds a job before exhaustion of benefits, she would

automatically be eligible for UI benefits if she was to lose her new job. For this new unemployment

spell, the benefit duration is equal to the maximum of her new entitlement and the remainder of

her past entitlement.

13For example, in December 1997, the number of individuals registered for unemployment insurance according to
the UI agency (Unedic) was 2,351,549, while the corresponding number in the (weighted) ECHP was roughly 30%
lower, equal to 1,631,262. Similarly, 956,132 individuals were receiving UA benefits according to the UA agency
(Cnaf), and only 385,809, i.e. 60% less, according to the ECHP.
14Only a minor change occurred in January 1997. Before this date, the UI benefit level was reduced by a fixed

percentage every four months. After this date, it was reduced every six months. In contrast, a major reform of the
UI rules was decided in January 2001 and implemented in July of the same year. For this reason, we do not use the
ECHP survey after December 2000.
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The unemployed who exhaust their UI entitlement are eligible for a permanent (and flat) unem-

ployment benefit (the Special Solidarity Allowance or Allocation de Solidarité Spécifique) provided

they have worked at least five years during the ten years preceding their entry into unemployment.

Because of this strong eligibility condition, this benefit is treated here as an insurance benefit, and

the beneficiaries are considered as type-1 unemployed.

Finally, all the unemployed who fail to meet the UI eligibility criteria or have exhausted their

entitlement15 can still receive a permanent, means tested social assistance benefit, the RMI (Revenu

Minimum d’Insertion), which is essentially added to the household income so as to reach a minimum

income level. While the actual benefit received varies thus across households depending on their

composition and income level, here we assume that each unemployed not entitled to UI receives

the maximum benefit level.16

3.1.2 Monthly series of UI eligibility and entitlement

Like for most welfare systems, the French UI/UA eligibility rules are fairly complicated, and we

try here to make the best possible use of our data set in order to apply the relevant rules to the

individuals in our sample.

We first apply the rules to the employed workers of our sample. According to Table A1, any

employee who has worked for at least 4 months during the preceding 8 months or whose past

UI benefits are not exhausted, is eligible for UI benefits upon future job loss, and in our model

this means being a type-1 employee. If neither of these conditions is satisfied, an employee losing

her job is only eligible for UA benefits, and is thus a type-2 employee. Since the retrospective

employment history goes back to January 1993, we can construct a monthly series of UI eligibility

for the employed from September 1993 onwards.

Determining whether an unemployed worker of our sample is entitled to UI in a given month

is somewhat more complicated since both her maximum benefit duration and her unemployment

duration need to be known. While the latter is directly available in the data set, the former depends

on the length of her contributions to UI during the 24 months17 preceding unemployment and has

to be reconstructed using the monthly information on employment status. Since the retrospective

employment history goes back to January 1993, this method allows to reconstruct the UI entitlement

status for all the individuals who entered unemployment after December 1994. In practice, we can

also determine the UI entitlement status for an extremely large proportion of the individuals who

entered unemployment during 1994,18 and thus apply this method from January 1994. All the

unemployed not eligible for UI benefits are considered as UA recipients (type-2 unemployed, in our

15Except those below 25 and without children.
16 In December 1997, for example, two out of three beneficiaries received the maximum benefit level (Collin, 2000).
17For the unemployed aged 55 or less. For the older, the employment history over the preceding 37 months is

needed to determine the maximum benefit duration. When this information is not available, they are treated as
the individuals over 50, with a maximum entitlement of 45 months. Note that they represent only 2.5% of the
unemployment spells.
18For instance, if, when entering unemployment, the individual has worked at least 14 months since January 1993,

then she is entitled to 30 months of benefits which is the maximum duration and this allows us to determine her UI
eligibility status over the unemployment spell. We can also determine the monthly UI eligibility status during all the
unemployment spell when the effective unemployment duration is shorter than the maximum benefit duration.
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model).

In this way, we are able to reconstruct the monthly series of UI eligibility for 9,515 individuals

from January 1994 to December 2000.

3.2 Transitions

Let ni(t − 1) denote the number of individuals in labor market state i at date t − 1 and ni,j(t)

the number of individuals who transit from state i to state j between periods t − 1 and t. The

maximum likelihood estimator of the monthly transition probability19 from i to j is then given by:

bpi,j =
T

t=1
ni,j(t)

T

t=1
ni(t−1)

.

In accordance with the legislation, and as represented in Figure 1, there can only exist only six

types of transitions, namely job separations for each type of employee, job finding for each type of

unemployed, and changes in eligibility status for either the employed or the unemployed. Table 1

reports the estimated monthly transition probabilities for the overall population, and their model

counterpart, having imposed a Cobb-Douglas matching function with constant returns to scale with

parameter 12 , implying q (θ) = θ−
1
2 .

Table 1: The estimated monthly transition probabilities (%)

s1 s2 Aθ
1
2 λAθ

1
2 p d

0.78 3.6 7.7 4.8 23 3.1
Source: French sample of the ECHP, Insee, 1994-2000.

The separation probability is much higher for type-2 jobs, because most of them are fixed-term

or temporary jobs. However, it is worth noting that the transformation probability of type-2 jobs

into type-1 jobs is quite high, around 23%. As a consequence, a type-2 employee has a much higher

probability of becoming eligible the next month than of losing her job. UI recipients find a job

more quickly than UA recipients (with a 7.7% transition probability for the former versus 4.8% for

the latter). Lastly, 3.1% of UI recipients exhaust their entitlement each month and become UA

recipients.

The steady state equilibrium conditions (5)-(7) are completely determined by the transition

rates (s1, s2, p, d, Aθ
1
2 , λAθ

1
2 ). This allows us to test whether the dynamic structure of the model

(Figure 1) is accurate. Using the estimated transition rates, we simulate the unemployment rate

and the proportion of the unemployed who receive UI benefit payments (also known as the UI

recipiency rate), and in Table 2 we compare them with the official figures provided by the French

Institute of Statistics and the UI agency for 1994-2000.

Figures in Table 2 show that the model seems to take into account all the relevant labor

market transitions, as it reproduces well the observed unemployment rate and provides a good

approximation for the UI recipiency rate.
19Since the matching model is in continuous time, one should, strictly speaking, estimate transition rates. Never-

theless, the maximum likelihood estimator of the monthly transition probability is a very good proxy of the maximum
likelihood estimator of the transition rate.
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Table 2: Comparison between simulated and observed rates

Unemployment rate (%) UI recipiency rate (%)

Simulated Observed Simulated Observed
11.1 11.7 57.2 55.2

Notes: The simulated rates are computed using the French sample of the ECHP, Insee, 1994-2000. The
observed unemployment rate is the mean over 1994-2000 of the annual rates, as provided by the Institute of
Statistics (Insee). The observed UI recipiency rate is provided by the UI agency (Unedic).

3.3 Earnings

We first need to compute the monthly wages in type-1 and type-2 jobs. This is done using the

annually reported wages and the employment histories of workers. More precisely, we first compute

the number of months during which a given individual has occupied respectively a type-1 and a

type-2 position, and then average out across workers to get the average monthly wage associated to

each position. As the entitlement status is related to job tenure, type-1 employees typically receive

a better wage than type-2 employees, as reported in Table 3. It is also worth noting that the average

wage paid in type-2 jobs is above the legal minimum wage (€798 on average over 1994-2000), which

motivates our hypothesis of a negotiated wage for type-2 jobs versus the alternative hypothesis of

an exogenously determined wage.

Table 3: The estimated wages and unemployment benefits (euros)

w1 w2 b1 b2

1430 819 649.4 323.6
Source: French sample of the ECHP, Insee, 1994-2000.

The UI benefit received by a given unemployed individual in each month is constructed using

the UI legislation. First, from the duration of contributions, the age, and the previous labor

earnings, we infer the UI category each unemployed individual belongs to and the benefit paid at

the beginning of the unemployment spell. This “full rate” benefit b1(1) is:

b1 (1) = min
£
max

©
c+ 0.404× w, 0.574× w, b1 (1)

ª
, 0.75× w, b1 (1)

¤
,

where w denotes the previous labor earnings (inclusive of social contributions paid by the employee),

c denotes a constant, b1(1) the lower bound of the full-rate benefit, and b1 (1) the upper bound.

Second, applying the rules of this UI category (see the table A1), we simulate the time sequence

of benefits. More precisely, the benefit is reduced by a fixed percentage (15 or 17% depending on

the category to which the unemployed individual is assigned) every four months until December

1996 and every 6 months from January 1997. Then, the UI unemployment benefits are averaged-

out across individuals, which gives b1. Finally, each UA recipient is affected a monthly income b2
corresponding to full RMI allowance (€323.6 in average in the period under consideration). From

the estimated transition rates and earnings, the equilibrium tax rates τ1 and τ2 are deduced using

the budget constraints of each system (respectively (9) and (11)).
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3.4 Calibration

The ECHP survey thus allows to estimate most of the parameters (s1, s2, p, d, λ, b1, b2) and

some of the endogenous variables (Aθ
1
2 , w1, w2) of the model. However, it does not provide any

information on the eight remaining parameters, namely the cost of posting a vacancy γ, the scale

parameter of the matching function (A), the productivity in type-1 and type-2 jobs, y1 and y2, the

discount rate r, the relative risk aversion coefficient 1− η, and the bargaining power of type-1 and

type-2 workers, β1 and β2. For the model to be identified, we have to make additional assumptions

on five of these parameters. Two alternative sets of additional hypotheses will be used.

In the first set (referred to as the “benchmark calibration”), we assume that r = 0.01, η = −0.5,
A = 0.05, and β1 = β2 = 0.5. The values chosen for r and η are standard in the literature, while

β1 = β2 = 0.5 satisfies the Hosios (1990) rule. Then γ, y1, and y2 can be deduced so as to match

the endogenous variables (θ
1
2 , w1, w2) using the chosen and estimated parameters. Table 4 presents

the chosen and deduced parameters. It is worth noting that the assumption of equal bargaining

power implies that type-1 and type-2 employees must differ in their productivity.

Table 4: Other parameters

γ A y1 y2 β1 β2 r η

Benchmark calibration 800 0.05 1895 842 0.5 0.5 0.01 −0.5
Alternative calibration 789 0.05 1835 1835 0.52 0.475 0.01 −0.5

In the second set of hypotheses (referred to as the “alternative calibration”), we assume r = 0.01,

η = −0.5, A = 0.05, and y1 = y2. In this case, γ, β1, and β2 are deduced, and we obtain that the

two types of agents differ in their bargaining power. In the rest of the paper, we will concentrate

on the quantitative results obtained in the benchmark calibration, and discuss the results with the

alternative set of parameters only when they are significantly different.

4 Reforming unemployment compensation

We next simulate the effects on unemployment, wages, taxes, welfare, and output, of different

reforms to the French unemployment compensation system. We examine in turn five reforms that

would make the unemployment compensation system more generous: (i) a 10% increase in the

assistance benefit level; (ii) a 10% increase in the insurance benefit level; (iii) a 3-month increase

in the duration of UI entitlement; (iv) a 2-week reduction in the employment duration required for

UI eligibility; and finally (v) a radical reform that unifies the unemployment compensation system.

4.1 Raising assistance benefits by 10%

Consider first a 10% increase in the assistance benefit level b2. This strengthens the threat point

of UA recipients (U2) in the bargaining process and enables them to negotiate a wage w2 higher

by 3.75% (see table 5), a standard result in the matching literature. In addition, from (20), this

reform improves the threat point of UI beneficiaries who negotiate a wage w1 higher by 0.6%.
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Note that the rise in w1 is much smaller than the rise in w2 since UI entitlement is only lost with

probability 0.031 each month. Then, both wages being higher, firms open fewer vacancies, and

θ falls. Unsurprisingly, a higher unemployment rate (+2.25%) is thus associated to this reform.

In addition, more UI recipients tend to exhaust their entitlement and start receiving assistance

benefits, which translates into a lower equilibrium UI recipiency rate (u1u ).

Table 5: A 10% increase in assistance benefits

b2 w1 w2 Aθ
1
2 u1 u2 u u1

u τ1 τ2

323.6 1430.5 828.9 7.69 6.36 4.76 11.12 57.21 3.26 1.18
355.96 1439.1 860 7.52 6.44 4.93 11.37 56.66 3.29 1.34

This reform improves workers’ welfare in each of the four labor market states, as shown in table

6, but is not Pareto-improving for workers. Indeed, the increase in type-2 unemployment triggered

by the reform implies that more workers end up in a low-utility state.

Clearly, UA recipients are those who benefit the most, as they receive a higher benefit and

are exempted from paying higher taxes in the present. This leads their expected utility to rise

by 1.5%. For the three other groups, the possibility of receiving higher UA benefits in the future

quantitatively dominates the negative effects associated to higher taxes20 and lower transitions

into employment. Moreover, the groups whose transition rate from their current state into social

assistance is higher benefit more from the reform.

On the whole, despite lower employment and UI recipiency rate, the utilitarian welfare of

workers (Ww) is slightly higher. By contrast, firms experience a 2.27% decline in their welfare due

to higher wages. Yet, aggregate net output (Y ) declines only very slightly.21

Table 6: Welfare effects of a 10% increase in assistance benefits

b2 U1 U2 E1 E2 Ww Wf Y

323.6 93.88 85.45 101.43 98.21 100 217.66 1483.9
355.96 94.40 86.76 101.80 98.80 100.41 212.71 1483.2

Note: Workers’ welfare is measured with respect to a reference value Ww ≡ 100 before the reform.

4.2 Raising insurance benefits by 10%

Raising the insurance benefit b1 by 10% improves the threat point of UI recipients, which raises

the wage of the employees eligible for UI benefits by 0.73% (see table 7). The elasticity of w1 with

20The tax rate τ2 needs to be raised by 13.6% to balance the budget of the social assistance agency instead of 10% if
the behavior of workers and firms did not change after the reform. This is because the reform raises the number of UA
recipients, which simultaneously increases assistance expenditures and lowers tax receipts, as the type-2 unemployed
do not pay taxes. In addition, the tax financing UI expenditures (τ1) has to go up to a small extent (0.9%) due to
the higher number of UI recipients.
21The utilitarian aggregate welfare, W, follows almost exactly the evolution of Ww, and declines by 2.275%. This

is not surprising, as our choice of the utility function implies that Ww = −0.058 while Wf = 217.66. Clearly, any
relative change in Ww has then a negligible weight in the evolution of W =Ww +Wf , which is completely driven by
the evolution of Wf .
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respect to b1 is thus much smaller than the elasticity of w2 with respect to b2 (0.375), and is close

to the elasticity of w1 with respect to b2 (0.07).

After the rise in b1, a type-2 employee eventually gaining UI eligibility is now also paid a better

wage and receives a higher UI benefit upon future separation. As a consequence, getting a type-2

job becomes more attractive in the first place, which puts downward pressure on w2. This impact

is shown to be quantitatively important, as w2 decreases by 2.62%.

Both the small positive impact of b1 on w1 and the large negative impact of b1 on w2 are due

to a mechanism close to the entitlement effect first identified by Mortensen (1977) in a search

framework, and later extended to a matching framework by Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001),

Albrecht and Vroman (2005), or Coles and Masters (2004, 2006). Specifically, Mortensen (1977)

shows that higher UI benefits or longer entitlement make current employment more attractive for

the unemployed not entitled to UI benefits, and this lowers their reservation wage. In our paper, this

result is corroborated in a general equilibrium model with endogenous wages, as w2 is decreasing

in b1.

In addition, Mortensen (1977) argues that the standard disincentive effect of UI, which in-

creases workers’ reservations wages and thus lowers job acceptance rates, should dominate over

re-entitlement effects for the unemployed at the beginning of their UI entitlement. This is also

what we find here, as w1 increases with b1. However, the small elasticity of w1 with respect to

b1 suggests that entitlement effects may be quantitatively relevant. Note finally that the wages of

the two types of employees can move in opposite directions after a change in the unemployment

compensation system because the two types of unemployed have different threat points due to

non-automatic eligibility.

Table 7: A 10% increase in insurance benefits

b1 w1 w2 Aθ
1
2 u1 u2 u u1

u τ1 τ2

649.43 1430.5 828.9 7.69 6.36 4.76 11.12 57.21 3.26 1.18
714.373 1440.9 807.2 7.51 6.45 4.94 11.39 56.63 3.62 1.21

The average wage of the two types of employees increases as a result of the reform, and firms

choose to open fewer vacancies, which results in a higher unemployment rate (+2.43%). Thus more

UI recipients exhaust their entitlement and the UI recipiency rate falls. It is worth noting that the

fall in the matching probability and the UI recipiency rate, and the rise in the unemployment rate

are very close to those observed after a 10% increase in b2.22 The main difference between these two

policies resides in their welfare implications (see table 8). While more generous assistance benefits

improve the welfare of all groups of workers, the type-2 unemployed lose from a 10% increase in b1.

22The two reforms differ in their quantitative impact on taxes. More precisely, for both reforms, the tax financing
the benefit which is increased has to be raised more than proportionally (+11% for τ1 after a 10% rise in b1, +13.6%
for τ2 after a 10% rise in b2), while the opposite holds true for the other tax. However, a more generous UI benefit
is accompanied by a much higher increase in τ2 (+2.5%) than the rise in τ1 (+0.9%) associated to more generous
UA benefits. This difference is due to the asymmetric structure of the unemployment compensation system. Indeed,
the type-1 unemployed eventually exhaust their rights to UI and become UA recipients, while there does not exist a
direct transition from type-2 to type-1 unemployment. As a consequence, both reforms lead to a higher increase in
u2 than in u1, and thus τ2 needs to be raised more than τ1.
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This follows from both a lower unemployment exit rate and lower wages. Unsurprisingly, the type-

1 unemployed benefit the most from an increase in b1, followed by type-1 employees, who would

enjoy higher b1 upon job loss. Type-2 employees are the next in line and only slightly better-off, as

they first have to gain eligibility before being able to enjoy higher wages and higher benefits upon

job loss. On top of this effect, also accounted for at fixed wages by Mortensen (1977), Nash-wage

bargaining implies that their wages fall slightly as the value of employment rises relative to their

outside option.

Table 8: Welfare effects of a 10% increase in insurance benefits

b1 U1 U2 E1 E2 Ww Wf Y

649.43 93.88 85.45 101.43 98.21 100 217.66 1483.9
714.373 94.42 85.35 101.78 98.4 100.29 211.76 1483.1

Note: Workers’ welfare is measured with respect to a reference value Ww ≡ 100 before the reform.

4.3 A 3-month increase in the duration of UI entitlement

In our model, the average duration of benefit receipt, conditional on not finding a job, is 1/d, where

d is the Poisson transition rate from type-1 to type-2 unemployment. We now consider a 3-month

increase in the UI benefit duration, specifically from 32.26 to 35.26 months, which corresponds to

a fall in d from 3.1 to 2.836.23 Similarly as with the increase in b1, this reform makes employment

more attractive for UA recipients, while UI beneficiaries are now less eager to accept a job. The

re-entitlement effect thus explains why w2 falls by 1.22%, while w1 only increases by 0.35% after

this large increase in duration (see table 9). We unsurprisingly observe a fall in UA recipients

(u2) accompanied by a rise in UI recipients (u1). More interestingly, the fall in u2 (−4.83%) is
larger than the rise in u1 (+3.14%), implying that unemployment slightly falls (by 0.27%) after the

reform.

Note however that this fall in unemployment is due to the changed composition of unemploy-

ment, and specifically to the fact that UI recipients, who now represent a larger portion of the

unemployed, search more effectively than UA recipients (λ < 1). While an undesirable feature of

this model is that unemployed workers would search more effectively simply as a consequence of

extended UI benefit duration, one could think of mechanisms that would yield a positive reaction

of search intensity to benefit payments, for example through higher resources available for active

job search (see for example Barron and Mellow, 1979, Tannery, 1983, Jones, 1989, or Wadsworth,

1991).

Turning to welfare, all categories of workers are better-off after the reform (see table 10), and

individuals with a higher transition rate into type-1 unemployment benefit to a larger extent.

Unsurprisingly, UI recipients benefit the most from this reform (+0.36%). This is because their

gain is immediate and they have to pay lower taxes. Indeed, τ1 has to be raised only by 2.76%,

23This reform corresponds to a 9.3% rise in total benefit duration. However, once we consider that the type-1
unemployed transit into employment with probability 7.69% before the reform, the ex ante effective duration of
benefit receipt is 1/(d+Aθ

1
2 ) and thus the ex ante financing cost to the UI agency (given by b1u1) increases only by

2.7%. By ex ante, we mean taking w1, w2, and θ as given.
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Table 9: A 3-month increase in the duration of UI entitlement

d w1 w2 Aθ
1
2 u1 u2 u u1

u τ1 τ2

3.1 1430.5 828.9 7.69 6.36 4.76 11.12 57.21 3.26 1.18
2.836 1435.5 818.8 7.63 6.56 4.53 11.09 59.18 3.35 1.12

as both the number of taxpayers and the average wage slightly increase, while τ2 significantly

decreases (−5.08%). In contrast to the previous reform, UA recipients are also better-off, because
the fall in w2 is more than compensated by better prospects whenever they transit into type-1

employment or unemployment. Finally, total output slightly increases (+0.17%), following the rise

in employment.

Table 10: Welfare effects of extending by 3 months UI entitlement

d U1 U2 E1 E2 Ww Wf Y

3.1 93.88 85.45 101.43 98.21 100 217.66 1483.9
2.836 94.22 85.48 101.69 98.39 100.27 215.24 1486.5

Note: Workers’ welfare is measured with respect to a reference value Ww ≡ 100 before the reform.

While both raising the UI benefit level and extending entitlement are two ways of making the UI

system more generous, our results show that these two policies have opposite effects on aggregate

output and welfare, and that extending entitlement may be preferable for several reasons. First,

longer entitlement results in lower unemployment and higher output, while the opposite happens

with higher UI benefits. Second, all groups of workers benefit from longer entitlement, while

higher UI benefits damage the situation of the type-2 unemployed. In the appendix, we show that

these results still hold if we design an increase in UI benefits whose ex ante additional cost to the

unemployment compensation system matches the ex post additional cost of a 3-month increase in

entitlement.

4.4 A 2-week reduction in the employment spell required for UI eligibility

We next study the effect of a 2-week reduction in the employment spell required for UI entitlement.

In our model, the expected length of employment required for UI entitlement is 1/p, where p is

the Poisson transition rate from type-2 to type-1 employment. Initially, the monthly transition

probability is equal to 23%, implying an average requirement of 132 days of employment. After the

reform, p = 25.72%, i.e. 1/p = 118 days. This corresponds to a 10.6% decrease in the employment

requirement (or equivalently, a 11.8% increase in p).

Easier eligibility requirements have offsetting effects on w2. First, the type-2 unemployed are

more eager to get a type-2 job, as they expect to become eligible for UI benefits more rapidly. This

puts downward pressure on the wage they negotiate. At the same time, it is always more profitable

for firms to hire a type-1 unemployed worker than a type-2 unemployed worker given that s1 < s2.

Then, as type-2 jobs become more easily type-1 jobs after the reform, the value of a job filled by a

type-2 individual rises and firms respond by opening more vacancies, which tends to increase w2.
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Whether the wage paid to type-2 employees rises or falls thus depends on which effect dominates.

In the benchmark calibration, the second effect is particularly strong since there is an additional

efficiency gain after the reform stemming from the assumptions y1 > y2 and β1 = β2. As a result,

this effect dominates, which explains why both w2 and Aθ1/2 rise after the reform (see table 11).

Conversely, in the alternative calibration (y1 = y2 and β1 > β2), the second effect is particularly

weak, given that the employment composition is shifted towards workers with higher bargaining

power but not higher productivity. This implies that both w2 and Aθ1/2 fall in this case.

Table 11: A two-week reduction in the employment spell required for UI entitlement

p w1 w2 Aθ
1
2 u1 u2 u u1

u τ1 τ2

23 1430.5 828.9 7.69 6.36 4.76 11.12 57.21 3.26 1.18
25.72 1432.6 832.1 7.7 6.37 4.7 11.07 57.57 3.26 1.16

The choice of calibration is not determinant for the effects of the reform on the remaining vari-

ables. Unsurprisingly, u1 rises and u2 falls, but the fall in u2 always dominates and thus aggregate

unemployment falls, by 0.45% and 0.27% in the benchmark and the alternative calibrations, re-

spectively.24 As for the welfare (see table 12), each group of workers is better-off after the reform.

Type-2 employees benefit the most, as they obtain more quickly the wage increase associated with

UI eligibility status, and pay lower taxes. For the other groups, the gain decreases with the distance

from type-2 employment. Finally, net output rises slightly following the rise in employment, while

firms’ payoff worsens due to higher wages.

Table 12: Welfare effects of a two-week reduction in the employment spell required for UI entitle-
ment

p U1 U2 E1 E2 Ww Wf Y

23 93.88 85.45 101.43 98.21 100 217.66 1483.9
25.72 94.04 85.71 101.55 98.64 100.15 216.8 1486.2

Note: Workers’ welfare is measured with respect to a reference value Ww ≡ 100 before the reform.

It is worth noting that, in our simulation, the positive effect of easier eligibility requirements

on employment is partly over-estimated. As s1 and s2 are assumed to be exogenous, an increase in

the proportion of type-1 employees mechanically decreases the average risk of job loss. However,

the empirical evidence shows that type-2 employees face a higher risk of job loss because they

more often get fixed-term or temporary contracts. As the type of contract is independent from UI

eligibility, becoming eligible for UI is clearly not sufficient to transform a temporary contract into a

permanent contract. As a result, we expect easier eligibility requirements to be linked to a slightly

higher average separation rate for type-1 employees. Nevertheless, as we simulate a relatively small

increase in p (+11.8%) and the proportion of type-2 employees is initially small, it seems safe to

argue that accounting for this additional element is unlikely to significantly alter our results.

24Regarding financing, in spite of the additional cost to the UI system, the tax rate τ1 does not need to be raised, as
both the proportion of taxpayers (the employees) and the average wage increase. Moreover, as assistance expenditures
are reduced and there are more taxpayers (the employees and UI recipients), τ2 decreases (−1.69%).
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When compared to longer benefit duration (see section 4.3), easier eligibility requirements have

exactly the same qualitative effects. The only difference lies in the group of workers who benefit

the most from the reform. A longer benefit duration benefits more the type-1 employed and

unemployed, while making eligibility easier improves more the situation of the type-2 employed

and unemployed. As a consequence, making eligibility easier may be preferred with a social welfare

function giving more weight to the least well-off individuals.

4.5 Unifying the unemployment compensation system

Finally we consider a radical reform that eliminates the two-tier nature of the French unemploy-

ment compensation system and creates instead a unique benefit that individuals receive whenever

unemployed. Then, after this reform, the economy can be described by a standard Pissarides (2000)

2-state model (see the appendix), where all the unemployed are indefinitely paid the same unem-

ployment benefit and all the employees have the same rights to unemployment benefits after a job

separation. The comparison between the two equilibria is feasible because the Pissarides model is

the limit of our model when p → +∞ and d→ 0. To precisely quantify the impact of the reform,

the productivity, the separation rate, the unemployment benefit and the search intensity in the

Pissarides model are set so as to match the ex post weighted averages obtained in our model, i.e.

respectively y ≡ e1y1+e2y2
e1+e2

, s ≡ e1s1+e2s2
e1+e2

, b ≡ u1b1+u2b2
u1+u2

, and λ ≡ u1+u2λ
u1+u2

. The remaining parameters

(d, β, r, η, A, γ) are common to both models (see values reported in Tables 1 and 4).

Table 13: Unifying the French unemployment compensation system

w u Aθ
1
2 E U Ww Wf Y τ

2-tier system 1424.7 11.12 7.69 101.41 90.27 100 217.7 1483.9 0.043
unified system 1444.3 11.31 7.55 102.16 95.08 101.3 202.9 1483.8 0.045

In a unified system, only the standard disincentive effect of unemployment benefits is at work.

In our two-tier system, instead, we have seen that this standard effect is accompanied by a re-

entitlement effect working in the opposite direction. The reform thus eliminates the re-entitlement

effect by making unemployment benefits constant over time.25 As expected, this reform raises

wages and, interestingly, the effect is non negligible (+1.4%), as shown in table 13. The higher

equilibrium wage leads firms to open fewer vacancies and thus, in a unified system, unemployment

rises by 1.7%. In spite of this, workers are better-off after the reform, and in particular the welfare of

the unemployed rises importantly (+5.3%). Instead firms are worse-off by 6.8%. Finally, aggregate

25Time-invariant unemployment benefits are sufficient for the re-entitlement effect not to exist. However, automatic
eligibility also guarantees the absence of any entitlement effect, as shown in the following section. This means that
the impact of unifying the unemployment compensation system comes both from the vanishing of the re-entitlement
effect, and from the elimination of time-varying unemployment benefits. A simple way of computing the net impact of
constant unemployment benefits is to compare the equilibrium in the Pissarides model (where re-entitlement effects
are absent and unemployment benefits are constant) with the equilibrium of a simplified calibrated version of the
Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001) model (where re-entitlement effects are absent and unemployment benefits are
decreasing over time, see the next section and the appendix). In this way, we get that the net effect of time-varying
unemployment benefits is a lower wage and a lower unemployment rate.
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welfare measured by total output remains almost constant, indicating that the welfare impact of

this reform is essentially distributional.

5 Quantifying re-entitlement effects

This section quantifies re-entitlement effects for France. To this purpose, we compare the impact

of a 10% increase in b1 in our model with the impact of the same reform in a model as close as

possible to ours but where re-entitlement is not at work. In our model, re-entitlement effects are

due to the non-automatic eligibility for UI, which in turn generates wage dispersion. The model

used for comparison is simply the limit of our model when eligibility becomes automatic (p→ +∞)
and thus both wage dispersion and re-entitlement effects vanish. Actually, this model corresponds

to a simplified calibrated version of Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001)26 (henceforth referred to as

the FH model), where the unemployed receive either UI or UA benefits, but where all employees

gain eligibility for UI as soon as they find a job (see the appendix for details). In the calibration

of the FH model, (d, β, r, η, b1, b2, A, λ, γ) are directly taken from our model while y ≡ e1y1+e2y2
e1+e2

and s ≡ e1s1+e2s2
e1+e2

are chosen so as to match the ex post weighted averages in our model.

Table 14: A 10% rise in b1, with and without re-entitlement effects (% )

Our model Simplified FH model

E(w) 0.7 0.76
u1 1.41 1.64
u2 3.78 4.57
u 2.43 2.8
Ww 0.29 0.31
Wf -2.71 -3.03
Y -0.054 -0.06

Table 14 shows that the quantitative effects of a 10% increase in b1 are overestimated in the

simplified FH model. The reason is that in the FH model, the wage of former UA recipients does

not negatively respond to the UI benefit level. For them, getting a job means obtaining eligibility

for UI, and their situation becomes immediately identical to the situation of former UI recipients.

Instead, in our model and in Mortensen (1977), a differential impact of re-entitlement on the wages

of former UA and UI recipients is not excluded, and the wage of former UA recipients is pushed

down through the re-entitlement effect.

In relative terms, the rise in the average wage is 8% lower in our model, meaning that the re-

entitlement effect is significant but small on wages. In absolute terms, it lowers the rise by €1 per

month. Re-entitlement has a stronger effect on unemployment, as it lowers by 17.3% the rise in u2
and by 13.2% the rise in u. The impact in relative terms is also important for distributional issues,

as re-entitlement reduces by 6.5% the improvement of workers’ welfare and by 13% the worsening

of the situation of firms. The fall in output is also reduced by 10% due to higher labor demand.

26 Indeed, in Fredriksson and Holmlund, search intensities are endogenous.
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6 Conclusion

The model we propose in this article accounts for the main features of modern unemployment com-

pensation systems, namely the existence of insurance and assistance benefits, the limited duration

of insurance benefits, and the presence of eligibility requirements for UI. As UI eligibility does not

automatically follow from employment, UA recipients and UI beneficiaries have different threat

points, which generates equilibrium wage dispersion and creates an incentive for UA recipients to

accept jobs in order to be re-entitled to UI benefits.

The model is simulated for one country, France, using parameters of interest estimated on the

French sample of the ECHP. However, the method used to construct the monthly series of UI

eligibility for both the employed and the unemployed, together with the benefit level received by

the unemployed, is more general. In particular, it can be applied to any panel data set providing

monthly information on employment status.

For the French case, we show that an increase in UI benefits or an extension of UI entitlement

leads to a significant decrease in the wage negotiated by the unemployed not entitled to UI. While

both reforms make unemployment insurance more generous, they have opposite impacts on unem-

ployment and welfare. For the same ex ante cost, extending entitlement seems preferable. We also

find that easier requirements for UI eligibility reinforce re-entitlement effects, which tends to lower

unemployment. Finally, re-entitlement effects are shown to be empirically relevant for France, as

it reduces the wage impact of a 10% increase in UI benefit levels by 8%, and the unemployment

effect by 13%.

Yet, most of the recent reforms implement stricter eligibility requirements and/or shorter benefit

durations, combined with a higher monitoring (as for instance in Germany, the Netherlands, and

France). The extent of re-entitlement effects may help explain why these reforms have only a

limited impact on the unemployment rate.

Appendix

(i) Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. For p < +∞, Proposition 1 is proved by contradiction. Assume w1 ≤ w2. Subtracting (14)

from (13) gives: (r + p+ s1)J1 − (r + p+ s2)J2 = (y1 − y2)− (w1 − w2). Given that y1 ≥ y2 and

s1 ≤ s2, w1 ≤ w2 ⇒ J1 ≥ J2. The solutions to the Nash bargaining problems are given by: E1 −
U1 =

³
β1
1−β1

´
J1

(1−τ1−τ2)ηwη−11

and E2 − U2 =
³

β2
1−β2

´
J2

(1−τ1−τ2)ηwη−12

. Then, subtracting the second

equation from the first yields to: E1−U1−E2+U2 =
³

1
(1−τ1−τ2)η

´·³
β1
1−β1

´
J1

wη−11

−
³

β2
1−β2

´
J2

wη−12

¸
.

Since β1 ≥ β2, assuming w1 ≤ w2 implies that E1−U1−E2+U2 ≥ 0. Next, subtracting (23) from
(22) and rearranging for s1 = s2 = s gives:

(r + p+ s) (E1 − U1 −E2 + U2)= v [w1(1− τ1 − τ2)]−v [w2(1− τ1 − τ2)]− (r + p) (U1 − U2)

(33)

From (20) and (21), assuming that b1 (1− τ2) ≥ b2 holds in equilibrium we get: U1 − U2 ≥ 0.

Therefore, if w1 ≤ w2, it follows that the right-hand side of (33) is negative. This implies that
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E1−U1−E2+U2 ≤ 0, which is in contradiction with the assumption that w1 ≤ w2. Thus, w1 > w2

(ii) Table A1: Unemployment insurance rules in France

A – January 1994 – December 1996 

Category Contribution 

duration 

Age Duration at full 

rate (months) 

Stage duration 

(months) 

% of 

decrease 

Compensation 

duration (months) 

0 < 4 months during 
the last 8 months 

Indifferent 0 0 0 0 

1 4 months during the 
last 8 months 

Indifferent 0  4  25 4  

2 6 months during the 
last 12 months 

Indifferent 4  4  15 7  

3 < 50 years 4  4  17 15  
4 

8 months during the 
last 12 months ≥ 50 years 7  4  15 21  

5’ < 25 years 7  4  17 30  
5 25-50 years 9  4  17 30  
6 

14 months during the 
last 24 months 

≥ 50 years 15   4  15 45  
7 50-55 years 20  4  15 45  
8 

27 months during the 
last 36 months ≥ 55 years 27  4  8 60  

B – January 1997 – June 2001 

Category Contribution 

duration 

Age Duration at full 

rate (months) 

Stage duration 

(months) 

% of 

decrease 

Compensation  

duration (months) 

0 < 4 months during 
the last 8 months 

Indifferent 0 0 0 0 

1 4 months during the 
last 8 months 

Indifferent 4  0  0 4  

2 6 months during the 
last 12 months 

Indifferent 4  6  15 7  

3 < 50 years 4  6  17 15  
4 

8 months during the 
last 12 months ≥ 50 years 7  6  15 21  

5 < 50 years 9  6  17 30  
6 

14 months during the 
last 24 months ≥ 50 years 15   6  15 45  

7 50-55 years 20  6  15 45  
8 

27 months during the 
last 36 months ≥ 55 years 27  6  8 60  

 

(iii) Higher UI benefits vs. longer UI entitlement with the same ex ante cost

Consider the 3-month increase in UI entitlement studied above. The ex post additional cost to the

unemployment compensation system is given by b1(u
0
1 − u1) + b2(u

0
2 − u2) where u0i denotes the

type-i unemployment rate after the reform. The increase in UI benefits is then designed such that

the ex ante additional cost of this reform equals the ex post cost of longer benefit duration, i.e.

b01 − b1 =
b1(u01−u1)+b2(u02−u2)

u1
= 8.7198. Thus, we compare a 3-month increase in UI entitlement

with a rise in b1 from 649.43 to 658.1498.

As in the simulations presented in section 4.2, we find that raising UI benefits results in higher

unemployment and lower output, and that the type-2 unemployed are worse-off after the reform.
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Table 15: Comparing reforms with identical ex ante cost to the unemployment compensation
system: longer UI entitlement vs. higher UI benefits (%)

w1 w2 u1 u2 u U1 U2 E1 E2 Ww Wf Y

longer entitlement .34 −1.22 3.14 −4.83 −.27 .36 .04 .26 .18 .27 −1.11 .175
higher benefits .1 −.37 .16 .42 .27 .08 −.02 .05 .03 .04 −.4 −.006

When comparing the welfare effects, we find that higher UI benefits increase less workers’ welfare

than longer benefit duration, while firms’ welfare is reduced to a smaller extent.

(iv) A version of Pissarides (2000)

We use the standard Pissarides model with exogenous search efficiency. Then, in the steady-

state equilibrium, u = s
s+λAθq(θ)

and e = λAθq(θ)

s+λAθq(θ)
, while τ1 =

bs
wλAθq(θ)

and τ2 = 0. The

expected discounted values of employment and unemployment are respectively given by rE =

v [w(1− τ1 − τ2)] + s(U1 −E) and rU = v[b(1− τ2)] + λAθq(θ)(E − U).

(v) A simplified version of Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001)

The simplified version of Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001) is described in Figure 2:

 

 
  2u  

   1u  

 
       e 

)(θθqA  

)(θθλ qA  

s

Figure 2: F-H with exogenous search intensities 

d  

Thus, in the steady-state equilibrium, u1 =
sλAθq(θ)
Ω(θ) , u2 = ds

Ω(θ) , e =
λAθq(θ)[d+Aθq(θ)]

Ω(θ) , where

Ω(θ) ≡ ds+λAθq(θ) [s+ d+Aθq(θ)]. In addition, τ1 = b1s
w(d+Aθq(θ)) and τ2 =

b2ds
wλAθq(θ)[d+Aθq(θ)]+b1sλAθq(θ)

.

U1 and U2 are as in our model while the value of employment is rE = v [w(1− τ1 − τ2)]+s(U1−E).
All employees get the same wage, which solves MAX

w
(E − U1)

β(J − V )1−β2 .
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